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When a designer gets carte blanche  
to redesign his brother’s townhouse,  
a cookie-cutter space becomes a  
creative playground.

Family Jewel

According to designer Ben Leavitt, there are two ways 
to make your dream home: you can build it, or you can 
decorate it. For Fox Design Studio’s latest project—a 
2,100-square-foot townhouse in the heart of  
Port Coquitlam—the latter was the ideal solution.

“They weren’t looking at doing renovations,” says 
Leavitt, referring to the new build’s recently wed own-
ers—his brother, Mike, and sister-in-law, Jessa (with a 
newborn baby, Ella, in tow). “They wanted to solve all 
their problems through decor.”

After immediately falling in love with the home’s 
central location—and its abundance of large wall-to-wall 
windows, each of which overlooks the city’s Lions Park—
the couple commissioned Leavitt to instill some function 
into the five-storey space that would make adjusting to 
a baby a little bit easier. Outside of that directive, they 
gave Leavitt the go-ahead to experiment. “They wanted 
a home that was fun and bright,” Leavitt recalls. “Other 
than that, we were given pretty much carte blanche.”  
A perk of working with family.

These simple requests soon had Leavitt and his team 
playing with an assortment of vibrant fabrics, pillows 

Back Story
The backs of the sofa and 
armchair were reuphol-
stered in a cool water-
colour linen, adding an 
element of surprise to the 
space—as well as some 
serious window appeal.
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and rugs to complement the more neutral walls and 
furnishings. “We decided not to paint the main walls 
any crazy colours, to prevent the space from looking any 
smaller,” he explains.

Instead, the designer sourced a mix of quirky accesso-
ries that helps tie each room together without adhering 
to any one theme. In the living area, a glittering tree-
stump table sits atop luxe sheepskin and a textured jute 
rug for a swanky Palm Springs vibe, while custom shi-
bori drapes and throw cushions dyed in bright oranges 
and blues capture a more retro feel.

Along the mirrored wall, a whitewashed oak table—
complete with custom notches—slides in and out from a 
plush grey bench for easy entertaining (a must for Mike 
and Jessa, who both love hosting). A moulded mirror wall 
and antique brass Arteriors chandelier further mark out 
the makeshift dining space, creating the illusion of valu-
able square footage while also reflecting and showcasing 
the fluorescent orange powder room—the one room in 
the house that did get a bold paint job. 

Reflective Design 
Homeowner Jessa sets the 
table in front of a mir-
rored wall. An uneven 
concrete ceiling meant 
each mirror had to be 
individually cut (opposite 
and far right),but the 
result is a space that feels 
expansive despite its 
size. A nook was carved 
into a workspace (below) 
and decorated with a 
watercolour of the family 
members’ names.—a por-
trait that’s timeless.

A moulded mirror wall and antique 
brass Arteriors chandelier mark out 
the makeshift dining space.
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The couple hand-picked the colour themselves, hoping 
that the vivid hue would help balance gloomier weather 
conditions. “We have a lot of grey days in Vancouver, so 
we thought it’d be fun,” says Mike. The room acts as a 
striking piece of art—especially when reflected alongside 
the smoky grasscloth wallpaper and crisp white mould-
ing of the entryway.

That same grasscloth wallpapering extends to the 
master bedroom, which Leavitt decorated with his 
brother in mind. Here, a collection of resin-cast turtle 
shells finished in black, gold and silver leaf (designed 
by Leavitt himself) pays homage to Mike’s backpacking 
days, while the low tufted headboard and Sputnik chan-
delier appeal to more masculine sensibilities. 

The fun continues on the walls—and ceiling—of Ella’s 
nursery, which features a pattern of shimmering gold-
leaf stripes reminiscent of a circus tent. Straying from 
the typical girl’s room, Leavitt looked to his own travels 
for more unusual decor pieces: framed vintage prints 
from Vietnam; a monochromatic monkey-pirate wall 

Kitchen Confidential 
The kitchen of this Port 
Coquitlam townhouse 
(far left and opposite) 
remained mostly un-
touched (save for a fresh 
coat of soft grey paint on 
the walls), but wood-and-
iron Oak Tractor stools 
and vintage-inspired 
Barn pendant lights from 
Restoration Hardware 
add a rustic-glam touch 
that makes the space feel 
totally custom.

The designer sourced a mix of quirky  
accessories that helps tie each room  
together without adhering to one theme. 



In the bedroom, a collection of resin-
cast turtle shells finished in black,  
gold and silver leaf pays homage to the 
homeowner’s backpacking days. 

Sleep Tight 
There’s an intimate, mas-
culine vibe in the master 
bedroom thanks to a rich 
blue grasscloth wallpaper 
treatment and a low 
tufted headboard —a cus-
tom design by Leavitt in 
a charcoal fabric—but the 
fresh, springy yellow-and-
white bedding from West 
Elm adds a feminine 
balance.
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sconce from Atlanta; and a mid-century-style sofa, reup-
holstered in a banana leaf print inspired by the Beverly 
Hills Hotel. “This room is exactly what I would want my 
baby’s room to look like if I had children,” Leavitt laughs.

But despite the mishmash of seemingly clashing (and 
anti-kid) elements, the space works. “Every single person 
who has come into our house has been blown away by 
that room,” says Mike. 

Evidently, the eclectic combination of varying styles 
and eras is one that works throughout the rest of the 
home as well. “We wanted each of the rooms to be  
cohesive, but we also wanted to create a sense of unex-
pectedness with each floor,” says Leavitt. Consider this 
dream home complete. 

Mixing It Up 
The master bedroom 
balances high and low, 
and custom pieces with 
off-the-shelf items. The 
cozy rug was a Costco 
find, and the dresser and 
blinds came from Ikea, 
while the headboard 
was created exclusively 
for this project. The 
explosively cool Elverson 
chandelier adds a hit of 
playfulness overhead.

“We wanted each of the rooms 
to be cohesive, but we also 
wanted to create a sense of  
unexpectedness with each 
floor,” says Leavitt.
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Oh, Baby 
Because of the home’s 
narrow stairs, the round 
Restoration Hardware 
crib had to be cut in half 
and then refastened once 
placed inside the nursery. 
The gold-leaf stripes—
which took 12 hours  
to apply by hand—are a 
dramatic choice, but they 
offer baby Ella a fun view 
when she wakes up from 
nap time.

The fun continues on the walls— 
and ceiling—of Ella’s nursery, which  
feature shimmering gold-leaf stripes 
reminiscent of a circus tent.


